“It started, they say, with a clack in a tunnel
that gathered the restless, the impatient
the disconnecting and the disconnected.”
~ Marc Zegans
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The Erotic Eclectic presents: Typewriter Underground, a night of
immersive theater and literary performance that plunges its audience into the
lives of a circle of renegades who have abandoned the Internet for the thrilling
physicality and sensual allure of hot type.
Drawn from a collection of verse fragments, by Santa Cruz poet, Marc Zegans,
and directed by Seaside’s Janice Blaze Rocke, The Typewriter Underground,
gathers a community of actors, musicians, dancers and experimental
filmmakers to conjure (with the aid of brilliant psychedelic lighting designer
Nelson Basden) the denizens and stories of this subterranean bohemia living
right under our noses.
Of the production, says Rocke, “On reading The Typewriter Underground, I
instantly imagined a compact universe in a large open space that with just a
drop of water would grow to fill the entire expanse with rhythmic sound,
delicate color, operatic light, and fantastical movement.”
Observes Jim Haverkamp, co-director with Ellen Hemphill of two short films
premiering in Typewriter Underground, "I found Marc's central image of a
cabal of underground typists who have to hide their literary predilections from
the eyes of a harsh world endlessly intriguing and bursting with cinematic
possibilities. It was great fun to try and flesh out the seamy and dangerous
space that the poems inhabit."
A Vibrant Excursion into Literary Performance Art
Janice Blaze Rocke, one of the most active cultural producers on the Central
Coast, has built a robust reputation for bringing literature to life in memorable

and achingly sexy pieces of multi-media performance art. Her shows have most
recently graced the stages of the Carl Cherry Theater in Carmel, The Dali 17
Museum in Monterey, and, of course, The Henry Miller Library.
In her latest production, Rocke brings the alluring bohemian subculture of the
Typewrier Underground to life by interspersing live performance of poetic
fragments—delivered in character by local actors Jesse Juarez and Monique
Rose, against a panoply of short films directed by some of the most creative
film makers in the country, and live jazz-inflected percussion by local
musicians, River Navaille, Jeddy Grant and Trevor Lucier—with dance
sequences by The Hip-Nautic Flowers, led by Carri Newhouse, and The
Carmel Delights, led by Callie Lynn.
Observes Rocke, “Each creative element in this piece is a link to the next, with
the music as the thread that strings the whole chain together. The delight in
bringing the Typewriter Underground to stage is that every filmmaker,
musician, dancer, and actor involved with this production has created their
particular element with fierce enthusiasm for the writing that gave it life.” Says
Zegans, “there’s nothing more thrilling than seeing words you put on the page
translated into vital visual form.”
The Rise of the Typewriter Underground
Bohemias—the Paris of Henry, Anaïs, and June, the Greenwich Village of
Pollock, Ginsberg , Bob Dylan and Dylan Thomas, the Berlin of Isherwood
and the Hamburg of the Beatles—places at the margins of urban life (homes to
artists, writers, musicians, art students, expats, and the movements they
spawned)—retain their beguiling allure. Their continuing draw—even as rising
rents remove all but traces of subcultural hives like North Beach and the
Haight, where artists flocked, flopped, fucked and broke bread—underscores
our need for places and lives that thrive “counter to,” and raises questions:
How in this flitting, flicking internet age might our Bohemias arise today? How
would they look and feel, smell and taste? To what values and liberating needs
would they speak? And might, perhaps, such withdrawing cultures live right
beneath our feet—unknown, unseen, not yet exploited by the style skimmers
who have followed so often in their wake?
The Typewriter Underground, a growing group of artists, writers, actors,
dancers, filmmakers, and performers exploring the fictive world of those who
unplugged from the internet and turned to type, circulating single sheets in
backrooms, seedy bars, and for a time at Kepler’s, “Home of the Elliptical

Donut,” is our response. Conjured in verse one late summer night by poet
Marc Zegans, and brought quickly to visual life by collagist, Eric Edelman, a
periodic contributor of images to the New York Review of Books, the
Typewriter Underground first emerged as a series of verse fragments, and
collages incorporating elements of these fragments into their images. Word
spread of a privately printed “first folio,” by one SwizzleFelt (@SwizzleFelt),
which contained early character sketches and bits of the Underground’s
portfolio, but the rumors have not been confirmed. Concerning the
underground, Felt is said to have proclaimed, “The Typewriter Underground is
a paradise for paper-lovers, a refuge for ribbon collectors, & a dwelling for
duplicate carbonizers.”
Meanwhile, fragments of the Typewriter Underground began to emerge in
performances at the San Francisco Poetry Brothel, read to the costumed crowd by
an antiquated bon vivant and occasional poetry whore known as Bellocq C.
Obscura. More were revealed by Zegans in a Poetry Santa Cruz reading at
Bookshop Santa Cruz in the Spring of 2017, a “Networking Aloud” reading at
Monterey’s Old Capitol Books in the Fall of 2017, another at Rosanna’s in
Benicia this past Feburary, and most recently at Monterey Peninsula College’s
Bridging the Bay annual gathering of poets in April 2018. In recent weeks,
nine short films, based on the fragments, have arrived from filmmakers hailing
from Durham North Carolina, Chicago, New Hampshire, New York City, and
Oakland California. Meanwhile, a Typewriter Underground group, now
numbering over 500, appeared with a delightfully ironic sense of self awareness
on Facebook (sharing images from the underground and teasers from the
films) just as Erotic Eclectic, Janice Blaze Rocke’s traveling troupe of actors,
dancers, musicians and psychedelic lighting designers devoted to literary
performance art was preparing to announce, the first full performance of The
Typewriter Underground at Henry Miller Library’s Outdoor Theater at 7:30PM
on June 15th, 2018, accompanied, naturally, by sensually seductive food and
drink provided by Bacchanalia catering.
On Making Films For the Underground
“Marc's poetry gave us a challenge and a great vehicle to explore our particular
approach to the "image (story) behind the (story) image" filming style. His
rich, descriptive language in both Manicotti and The Danger Meditations,
the source material for our films, allowed us to go into the underground well of
our own imaginations to create these dystopian worlds for his characters."
~ Ellen Hemphill, Professor of Practice of Theater Studies, Duke University

“In a world beset by galloping digitalization, the Typewriter Underground,
offered a place of analogical refuge. I joined the TwU, hoping to see preserved
a form of technology I had fallen in love with. Clacking away, dinging and
returning my carriage, I have not looked back since.” ~Eric Edelman
NOTES FOR EDITORS
The Erotic Eclectic
The Erotic Eclectic is a loose affiliation of creatives that produce literary-based,
multimedia events featuring exotic dance performance. It was founded and is
directed by Janice Blaze Rocke.
Dance
The production will include dance performances by Carri Newhouse, Callie
Lynn, Rachel Corvese, OoLa Habib Rahall, Seba Araujo, Lena Gomes and
others.
Film
The production will present nine original short films based, on Zegans’ verse,
by seven outstanding filmmakers from across the country. The films are a mix
of live action and animation, silent and full sound. Here’s a silent teaser,
Typewriter Underground First Fragment, Eric Edelman
New York’s Edelman is also responsible for “Typewriter Underground Second
Fragment.”
Eric is a New York based digital collage artist working in both still
and animated formats. His collage has been featured in the New
York Review of Books.
Durham North Carolina’s Ellen Hemphill and Jim Haverkamp produced and
directed “Manicotti,” and “Danger Meditations.”
Ellen and Jim are a film making team, both holding appointments
at Duke University, Ellen as professor in the practice of theater,
and Jim as lecturing fellow in the moving arts. They also lead the
Archipelago Theater company.

New Hampshire’s Aaron Shadwell produced and directed “Typewriter
Noir,” with director of photography Greyson Welch.
Aaron is a New England based recording artist and filmmaker.
Chicago’s Jackie Todd produced and directed “Incomplete Sentences,” and
produced, with Vernon McCombs directing, “Alpha Betsy.”
Jackie is a Chicago based film maker. She works widely in the
industry and is best known for her documentary film, Diary of a
Cyborg.
Oakland’s Jenn Vee produced and directed, “Whiskey and Hats,” and
“Hypergraphic Dakini (Prolixity).
Jenn is an Oakland-based visual poet who works in video. Jenn and
Marc Zegans’ first collaboration was on a film, Broken Lines, drawn
from a poem in Marc’s collection, The Underwater Typewriter
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